IT innovations drive business transformation

From aspiration to attainment, data-driven technology helps IT leaders achieve visions for growth and transformation.

How top-performing organizations achieve their strategic aspirations

McKinsey & Company, a global management consulting firm, asked leading companies how they will use digital technology over the next two years.

CIOs are more likely to measure ROI by innovation

The recent PwC US Business Cloud Survey queried CIOs, business leaders, and board members on how their organizations primarily calculated value realized from the cloud.

Companies that treat data internally like a product reduce the time it takes to implement in new use cases by as much as 90%.

The business benefits of AI

Despite a top global professional services company surveying 250 executives familiar with their companies’ use of cognitive technologies, 32% said their primary goal was to improve existing products.

Exascale computing is the next milestone in supercomputers

According to TOP500, the ranking of the world’s speediest supercomputers, the fastest supercomputers perform more than one quintillion calculations per second — entering the realm of exascale computing.

To drive business innovation, you need the right strategy, operating model, talent, and tools — plus the transformational meetings to get you there. Unlock the value of your data and move ahead with innovative infrastructure solutions from Lenovo.

Contact your Lenovo representative or Lenovo Authorized Reseller of choice today to see how you can unlock opportunities for business growth and transformation with high-performance computing (HPC) resources.
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